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Ref. No. VuJCE/GD/ Exam./ 3070 /2021 31.07.2021 

GUIDELINES FOR COLLEGES 
REGARDING UG SEMESTER VI (CBcS) EXAMINATION 2021 

1. It is hereby notified to the colleges affliated to the Vidyasagar University that the 
following category of students with dispute cases can also appear 

semester-VI examination 2021: 

the UG CBCS 

(a) The student/students' having dispute in previous semesters with valid chances and 

appeared in all the previous semester examinations.

(b) Such cases mentioned at Para (a) must be forwarded by the respective college 

Principals/Teachers In Charge within the specified dates mentioned in the notification 

number VU/CE/GD/3005/2021 dated 15.07.2021 issued by the Controller of 

Examinations for clearing the dispute cases. 

2. The candidates will be required to email their answer scripts to their respective colleges 

The students who will be unable to submit their answer scripts through this online mode, 

may submit their hard copies of answer scripts in a sealed envelope mentioning their Roll 

No, Registration No./ Year, Subject, Paper/ Half, etc. directly to their respective colleges as 

notified vide VU/CE/GD-3020/2021 dated 20.07.2021. 

3.The college authorities are requested to preserve the answer scripts of such dispute 

cases in their custody and take proper measures for its evaluation and sending the marks 

to the Controller of Examinations, Vidyasagar University. 

-Sd/ 
Controller of Examinations 

Memo No. vU/CE/GD/ Exam./ 3070 12021 dated 31.07.2021 

Copy forwarded for information and necessary action to: 

1. the Registrar

the inspector of colleges 
the faculty Council of Undergraduate studies 

4. the Principal{s)7 Teachers-in-Charge of the colleges ajjiliated to Vidyasagar Uiversity. 

5. the Secretary to the Vice-chancellor for kind information of the Hon ble Vice Chancellor Sir 

6. Guard File 
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